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DOUKHOBOR LANDS ALLOTMENT INQUIRY ACT.

TO HIS HONOUR

THE LIEUTENANT/GOVERNOR OF

THE

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

INTERIM REPORT
QN THE INQUIRY INTO THE· ALLOTMENT OF

llOUKHOBOR LANDS IN T~ PROVINCE OF
BRITISH COLUMBIA

I have the honour to submit the following interim report~

At the hearings held at Nelson, May 16th-20th, 1955, and at Grand

Forks June 20th-2)rd, 1955, one particular aspect arose which, I feel, requires

an 8llswer at this time so that this inquiry mey proceed further toward final

recommendations.

The attitude of the Christian Community and Brotherhood of

Reformed Doukhobors (Sons of Freedom) is one of opposition. At the hearings

in Nelson in May last this group presented a resolution, passed by the

fraternal council, in which they said in part " •• ~ •• we cannot in reason or

conscience, take part in any aspects of these proceedings." The resolution

referred to the proposed allotment of the lands as an "unholy descration"

in which they would not take part and "neither can any other conscientious

Doukhobor who wishes to remain true to his name." The lands, read the resolution,

"were purposely stolen from the Doukhobors", and "we see now the Court's wish

is to make us Unwilling Receivers of Stolen Goods and Confederates in a giant

swindle that shadows anything this country has ever seen••••• "

Previous to each of the hearings in Nelson and later in Grand Forks,

long letters in the Russian language were widely distributed among the members

of the Orthodox group. The first letter was headed (English Translation)

t1Warning to the Orthodox Society against their decision to purchase land

DOC I belonging to the Christian Community of Universal Brotherhood Limited,"
BC I

ZR19 5408: The Second letter began "Second Warning."
B:I6:1
1955 Mr. J. J. Verigin, spokesman for the Orthodox group, stated in
c.5

evidence, that his people regarded these letters as threfrts. He referred to
I
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his own experience, when in 1950, he was dragged out of bed in his own home

and forcibly held by people who set fire to the building, and while so held,

watched it being demolished with its entire contents. He stated that his

people "are very much disturbed as to how they are going to live under the

circumstances with respect to security, and they are anxious to know more

as to what reasonable assurance of peaceful possession with respect to these

lands could be had."

At a convention of the Orthodox Group held in December 1954 in

Grand Forks, Mr. Verigin stated that his people had this to say:

"With regard to the former community lands, it was found that the

people are .interested in the proposed allotment of these lands. They need them

to live on."

The whole burden of Mr. Verigin's submissions was that the members

of his group were anxious to co-operate in finding a solution to the land

problem, and, at the moment I see no reason to doubt their sincerity.

Mr. Verigin presented many aspects of the problem, apart from

security of possession, with which it is not necessary to deal at the present

time. I should note here, however, that Mr. Verigin stressed particularly the

impossibility of having Sons of Freedom living side by side with members of

his group. This matter can be dealt with later.

The history of the Doukhobors lends reason to their fear of reprisal

from the fanatics, and I can appreciate that the "warning" letters referred to

give them good cause for such fear. While these threats and warnings hand

over them they will not apply to purchase any part of the lands. It would,

therefore, appear essential that some form of security should be presented if

any solution respecting the sale of the lands to the Doukhobors is to be

arrived at.

One form that such security might take is that of insurance. Mr.

Verigin stated that his people were unable to obtain fire insurance from

insurance companies, and went on to say that "I believe that anything that could

be done in the form of providing some insurance against a possible total 10s8 of
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the people's homes or property would go a long way in offering something more

concrete than just the mere assumption that people would live in peaceful

possession and in relative security.1I

If upon investigation it should be found that commercial insurance

is not obtainable at reasonable rates, I recommend that this matter be referred

to the proper Government officials to report on the feasibility of a co-insurance

scheme covering fire and explosion up tc 50% of total value, on rssidences

and buildings situate on Doukhobor lands. Commercial insurers would no doubt

assist in this, if an appropriate Government guarantee were given~

Closely allied to the above form of security is the request for

protection from force and violence, so that destruction might be prevented. In

the past the ~olice have been handicapped by the refusal of Doukhobors to inform

against those known to have been parties to such acts, but at their

convention in December, 1954, above referred to, the Orthodox group passed

a resolution affirming " ••••• that all information, evidence and other proof

about destruction, burnings, bombings and criminal acts in general must be

turned over to the criminal courts of the nation. Disclosure of criminals we

do not regard as a betrayal, to the contrary, their concealment and protection

is wrong and dangerous."

It is impractical to supply protection which would gurantee immunity

from such depredations. The Government, at great expense, has maintaine~ and

continues to maintain, an augmented police force in these areas in addition to

supplying watchmen and guards for the protection of bridges and schools. They

are entitled to the S:::m8 protection as any other group of citizens who are

threatened with violence. The question is one of reasonable protection in

the circumstances, and I feel that the Doukhobors should be required to exert

efforts ontheir own behalf.

To this end I suggest that tho facilities of the R. C. M. P. be made

available for organizing the Doukhobors for their own protection. They ~ould

be instructed in forming their own patrols and guards and, if thought advisable,
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some of their number might'be given the status of special police constables.

It would be of great assistance to the R.C.M.P. were the Government to supply

the services of say, three retired police officers to.work directly with the

Doukhobors and the R.C.M.P. in setting up and carrying out such a security

programme, and I so recon~end.

Respectfully submitted.

"lu-thur E. Lord"

Vancouver, B.C.,
August 25, 1955.

Commissioner.




